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Best man for guard duty? Could be a woman

When you think of a bodyguard, 
whom do you picture? Probably a hulking 
guy in a dark suit protectively flanking 
the celebrity while cautiously scanning 
the crowd. By now, we’re all familiar with 
bodyguards and think we can pick them 
out in a crowd; but can we? 

Top security and executive 
protection professionals say the 
fastest-growing demand they are 
seeing is for women, often because 
they play against that stereotype and 
are able to “blend” in better with the 
surroundings and have greater access.

“In general, women are 
much more tactful. Over the years, 
bodyguards have transitioned from 
the 400-pound bodyguard to female 
bodyguards providing the covert and 
‘extra-eye’ type of security,” says 
Michael Saad, CEO of Michael Saad 
International, a Dubai-based personal 
security firm. 

Elijah Shaw, CEO of Icon Services 
Corp., an executive protection, security 
and training firm in Saint Paul, Minn. 
agrees. “Women have the ability to 
blend in more to the environment 
… making them less intrusive to an 
executive who may feel stifled under 
the watchful eye of male protectors.”

More clients are requesting 
women to provide executive protection, 
Saad says. “Entertainers, corporate 
executives, heads of state in another 
country, the spectrum of our client 
base is a whole lot different than what 
it was just 10 years ago, and with that 
we’re seeing different needs.”

For men and women alike, 
there is no “typical” height and weight 
requirement, says Shaw, whose 
company provides services for high-
profile clients such as singers Usher, 
50 Cent and Mick Jagger. “With that 
said, being size proportionate as well 
as fit is important.”

Female bodyguards also may 
have a logistical edge. “Consider the 
female CEO who has to go to the ladies’ 
room. Unless the threat is very high, 
male coverage of that protectee ends 
at the door, creating a potential security 
risk,” Shaw says. “In some countries, 
male interaction with female clients 
is so restricted because of religious 
or cultural norms that many of the 
effective executive protection protocols 
could only be successfully carried out 
by a female protective agent.”

While selecting a career as a 
bodyguard may seem a natural choice 
for a Navy SEAL or someone with a law 
enforcement background, those aren’t 
necessarily requirements; however, 
candidates with these backgrounds 
make up a majority of bodyguards and 
may have an edge. Criminal justice 
majors are also increasingly interested 
in the field. 

“Weapons and martial arts 
backgrounds … equalize the playing 
field against an adversary who often 
has the advantage of planning and 
surprise,” says Shaw. “Both would be 
recommended, particularly for women, 
as it also equalizes them with their 
male counterparts. This means that 
women with a law enforcement or 
military background have an advantage 

in securing employment, but there are 
also many programs in the private 
sector that teach those same skills.”

While women have made strides 
in the career, just 10 percent of Icon’s 
attendees are women.

“Many think executive protection 
is all about shooting and being 
menacing, when the essence of it is 
problem solving and verbal judo, two 
traits that are gender neutral,” Shaw 
says.

Saad says potential bodyguards 
should also bring realistic expectations 
to the job; if your main motivation to 
becoming a bodyguard is replicating 
the movie, “The Bodyguard,” where the 

star falls in love with her bodyguard, 
you’re not the right candidate.

“Just to be next to somebody 
famous is not enough. If you come 
into this job and think you’re going to 
be doing something else, you’re not a 
good candidate,” Saad says. “It’s a lot 
of waiting around; it’s a lot of surveilling 
areas for potential threats.”

Attendees at the ICON Services’ Celebrity and VIP 
Protection training complete their morning run.  
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Female trainees at the ICON Services security firm 
work out with kettle balls.  
Photo by Elijah Shaw



Lisa CusCuna 
A video artist and photographer for 25 years, Lisa 

Cuscuna has always tried to influence the human eye to 
look at things with a different perspective. Her creations of 
multidimensional images prompt one to look beyond the 
obvious and ordinary. Cuscuna has dedicated herself to 
painting and making composite photographic images with a 
new perspective by juxtaposing clouds with land, water and 
sky. Indeed, her piece, “From One Place to Another,” does 
just that. Its portal allows the viewer to “travel from one vista 
of daylight to the outer image of sunset in the distance.” 
We are prompted to see a transparent prism within another 
image in “Just Before Fall.” The gentle pastels of grass and 
faraway trees provide an aura of tranquility.

Cuscuna believes that “looking beyond the obvious 
and the ordinary is something that can help us all attain 
greater heights in our careers.” In creating these images she 
believes she has offered the general population inspiration to 
look beyond what is apparent. 

The media work of Cuscuna is on display in various 
installations around the world, including The American 
Museum of Natural History in New York and the International 
Olympic Committee museum in Lausanne, Switzerland. 

ELizabEth CoLomba
Elizabeth Colomba was born on the outskirts of Paris. 

She recalls informing her mother that she wanted to be a 
painter at the age of 6. Her abilities were confirmed when 
she presented her dad with her version of a van Gogh 
masterpiece as a gift for Father’s Day. In the late nineties, 
Colomba moved to Los Angeles to pursue a career in 
painting and storyboarding and worked on several Hollywood 
feature films.

Colomba describes her work as “revisiting the classics 
of the Flemish school, while achieving a collision between 
tradition and modernity” with her use of black female or male 
figures. Colomba’s piece, “Phillis,” chosen for Unity’s cover, 
is her version of Phillis Wheatley in the latter part of her life. 
Wheatley is widely known as the first published African-
American female poet.  The rich red of her dress and two 
roses provide a striking contrast to the bold cocoa brown 
of her skin and walls. Wheatley’s dress, Colomba explains, 
“symbolizes her vibrant, passionate life.” “Seated” portrays 
an elderly black woman reflecting on her life as a slave and, 
subsequently, as a free woman. There seems to be a calm 
sense of resolve in her expression. A quiet image of a woman 
in “The Cup” illustrates that she has “decisively entered the 
next phase of her life, leaving her shawl behind.” Colomba 

notes that her use of yellow in this piece is associated with 
“eternity and faith and the color blue with spiritual life.” 

Colomba is inspired by the likes of Sargent, Caravaggio 
and Degas and their influence is reflected in her paintings. 
It is her desire to challenge the viewer’s perceptions of 
her subjects. Colomba has exhibited her paintings in Los 
Angeles, New York City and Switzerland.

torranCE York 
Torrance York earned a master’s of fine arts in 

photography from Rhode Island School of Design and 
a bachelor’s degree from Yale. At 10, she was the top 
gymnast in her age group and had already won numerous 
area competitions. York maintains that, practicing, refining 
and reworking to get the timing of her childhood gymnastic 
routines influenced her fascination with the preciseness 
of the GPS (Global Positioning System). She is equally 
fascinated with landscapes and using her camera to shape 
a new environment. 

York is attracted to obscure visual details that take on 
central roles in her photographs. Her artistic focus shifts to 
include more of the surrounding environment and horizon 
line, although a concise focal point remains crystal clear and 
the rest of the scene is blurred. York’s fascination with road 
marks led her to create a body of work called Road Works. 
“Spill,” from that series, includes GPS coordinates of the 
point from which it was photographed. It is, simply, an image 
of “an exploration of marks on roads and simple accidents 
such as the spilling of white paint.” This photograph confirms 
York’s belief that seeing things from a different perspective 

can change one’s understanding of the subject and its 
relationship to a larger context. 

York celebrates her children’s creativity and imagination 
in “Chalk Drawings: Untitled Yellow”, which grew out of the 
Road Works series.  She photographed “evidence” of her 
children’s free play from their chalk drawings. York states, 
“My process does require that I slow life down and explore 
the world around me. In this way, I join with artists in valuing 
that time to reflect and create a response to my environment.”

York has won numerous awards for her photography 
and continues to give back to her community in different 
ways. She teaches in an after-school program in Norwalk, 
Conn., and serves on the Board of the Educational Video 
Center in New York City, where she previously taught 
documentary video to youth. 
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A different point of view

“From One Place to Another,” top, and “Just Before Fall,” above, by Lisa Cuscuna

“The Cup” by Elizabeth Colomba

“Untitled” by Torrance York

“Spill” by Torrance York

Unity presents three female artists who add to the celebration of Women’s History Month through their creativity. Although 
each artist is unique, all three push the limits of the viewer’s perception through their paintings and photographic lens.

“Seated” by Elizabeth Colomba




